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Introduction: The utility of multiple sleep latency tests (MSLTs) is limited to determining 

sleep onset latency (SOL) and rapid eye movement sleep latency. The odds ratio product (ORP) 

is a continuous index of sleep depth with values of 0, 1.0, and 2.5 reflecting very deep sleep, 

light sleep, and full wakefulness, respectively. We determined the time course of sleep depth 

during MSLT naps expecting that this would enhance the test’s clinical utility.

Methods: Thirty MSLTs (150 naps) were performed for excessive somnolence. Patients 

indicated whether they slept (yes/no) after each nap. SOL was scored by two experienced 

technologists. Time course of ORP was determined with a commercial system. We determined 

ORP at SOL (ORP
SOL

), times ORP decreased ,2.0, ,1.5, ,1.0 and ,0.5 during the entire nap 

duration, and the integral of decrease in ORP over nap duration (∆ORP
INT

).

Results: SOL occurred almost invariably when ORP was between 1.0 and 2.0. Of 47 naps 

(21 patients) with SOL ,5 minutes, ORP decreased ,1.0 (light sleep) in ,5 minutes in only 

13 naps (nine patients) and ,0.5 (deep sleep) in only two naps in one patient. The relation 

between ORP
INT

 and frequency of sleep perception was well defined, allowing determination of 

a threshold for sleep perception. This threshold ranged widely (5–50 ∆ORP*epoch).

Conclusion: As currently identified, SOL reflects transition into a highly unstable state between 

wakefulness and sleep. Reporting the times of attaining different sleep depths may help better 

identify patients at high risk of vigilance loss. Furthermore, an ORP
SOL

 outside the range 1.0–2.0 

can help identify scoring errors.

Keywords: odds ratio product, sleep perception, idiopathic hypersomnia

Introduction
The multiple sleep latency test (MSLT) is one of the most commonly used tools in sleep 

medicine. Following a night of standard polysomnography (PSG), the patient is asked 

to try and sleep during five 20-minute nap attempts (naps) separated by 2 hours. Sleep 

onset latency (SOL) is determined in each nap and is assigned a value of 20 minutes 

if no sleep was scored.1

Despite the fact that MSLT is labor intensive, expensive, and quite inconvenient for 

the patient, its clinical utility is quite limited. The only outputs of the test are SOL and 

whether the patient developed rapid eye movement (REM) sleep during the naps. While 

this information is very useful for the diagnosis of narcolepsy,1,2 in most cases where 

narcolepsy is not confirmed, the information provided is of little value, particularly 

since SOL varies greatly among healthy control subjects (1.2–20 minutes).1,3,4

The odds ratio product (ORP) is a recently proposed continuous index of sleep 

depth that ranges from 0 (deepest sleep) to 2.5 (full wakefulness).5 When ORP is .1.5, 
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most epochs are scored as awake. Between 0 and 1.5, there 

is a very strong correlation (r2=0.98) between current ORP 

and  likelihood of arousal or awakening occurring within 

30  seconds, with the likelihood being ≈10% at an ORP of 

0.25 and ≈45% at an ORP of 1.5.5 Sleep onset (SO)  typically 

occurs in the ORP range 1.5–2.0.5 Beyond SO, in the absence 

of arousals, ORP decreases gradually from the SO level 

(.1.0) seen in non-REM stage 1 (N1) and early stage 2 (N2) 

to near zero in deep N2 and non-REM stage 3 (N3). Thus, 

while the patient is technically in N2, ORP can range between 

0.1 (highly resistant to arousal) and 1.5 (highly arousable).5 

The evolution of sleep beyond SO is typically not documented 

in MSLTs. Even if it were, for example, by  scoring the epochs 

using the conventional N1–N3 sleep criteria,6 the informa-

tion would still not be very helpful with respect to the sleep 

depth reached during naps since, as indicated above, stage 

N2 encompasses a wide range of sleep depths.

We felt that adding ORP measurement could enhance the 

clinical utility of the test in three potentially important ways: 

First, it would provide information on the maximum depth of 

sleep reached during the nap and how soon it was reached. 

It may seem reasonable to assume that, notwithstanding a 

similar SOL, a patient who progresses to deep sleep (eg, ORP 

,0.5) early in the nap is at greater risk of losing vigilance 

under the alerting conditions of normal daily living than 

another patient in whom ORP fails to progress ,1.0 during 

the nap, despite the highly sleep-promoting conditions of the 

test. Second, when combined with asking the patient after 

each nap whether he slept, the relation between sleep depth 

and sleep perception can be determined. Such information 

may be helpful in diagnosing sleep misperception.7 Third, 

it could serve as a quality control instrument to identify 

instances of errors in manual scoring of SOL.

In the current study, we determined the time course of 

ORP during MSLTs in 30 patients with complaints of exces-

sive daytime somnolence to determine the relation between 

SOL and the rate and extent of sleep deepening during MSLT 

naps. An excellent agreement between SOL and measures of 

sleep depth would indicate that ORP does not provide any 

additional information beyond SOL, and vice versa. Using 

the pattern of change in ORP during naps, we also deter-

mined the amount of sleep required for patients to recognize 

that they slept during the nap, thereby establishing a sleep 

perception threshold.

Methods
Thirty patients referred to the sleep center with a complaint 

of excessive daytime sleepiness were studied. We included 

all comers who had symptoms of excessive somnolence, no 

significant organic disorder during nocturnal PSG, and under-

went an MSLT. Subjective sleepiness was assessed by the 

Epworth Sleepiness Scale. The patients underwent overnight 

PSG with the standard montage, consisting of two central 

(C3, C4), two frontal (F3, F4), and two occipital (O1, O2) 

electroencephalography (EEG) derivations, two electro-

occulograms, chin electromyogram, electrocardiogram, two 

respiratory bands (Embla XactTrace reusable belts; Natus, 

Middleton, WI, USA), nasal cannula (Thermocan, Sleep 

Sense, Elgin, IL, USA) and thermister ( Thermocan, Sleep 

Sense) sensors to measure flow, oxyhemoglobin saturation 

(Pulse Oximeter; Nonin Medical Inc, Plymouth, Minnesota, 

USA), audio, and leg electromyogram. Having demonstrated 

no significant respiratory or movement disorder during the 

PSG, they underwent a five-nap MSLT the next day starting at 

7.30 am. This was done using the same montage, in the same 

room as the PSG and followed all the American Academy 

of Sleep Medicine recommendations for performing MSLT.1 

After each nap, the patient was asked (yes/no) whether he felt 

he slept. In addition, the patient completed a questionnaire in 

which he reported his assessment of sleep variables at home 

and on the morning following the overnight PSG.

PSG and MSLT data were recorded on a Sandman  system 

(Embla Natus v.10.1) at the frequencies recommended by 

American Academy of Sleep Medicine.6 SOL and REM 

onset latency, if any, in each nap were scored manually by 

two experienced technologists (.15 years of experience 

each). No other visual scoring was performed. The average 

of the two scores was used. Subsequently, the MSLT records 

were exported in the European Data Format format and sent 

to Younes Respiratory Technologies Ltd for scoring by the 

Michele Sleep Scoring system,8 which provided ORP data 

in consecutive 30-second epochs. All analysis relating to the 

rest of the nap was performed by the investigators.

The method of determining ORP has been described in 

detail previously.5 Briefly, consecutive 3-second epochs of 

the EEG are subjected to spectral analysis (Fourier), and the 

powers in the delta, theta, alpha/sigma, and beta frequencies 

are calculated. The power within each frequency range is 

assigned a rank (0–9) based on its relative location within the 

entire range encountered in clinical PSGs for each frequency 

range. As a result, each 3-second EEG epoch is assigned 

one of 10,000 four-digit numbers (signature) reflecting the 

delta, theta, alpha/sigma, and beta ranks. Thus, a 3-second 

signature of 9289 indicates very high delta, alpha, and beta 

powers and little theta power. The probability of each EEG 

pattern (signature) to occur during wakefulness is determined 

from a look-up table that was constructed by determining the 

number of times each signature was found in periods scored 
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awake (by a consensus of experienced technologists) divided 

by the total number of times the signature was seen in the 

database (.400,000 3-second epochs were used to construct 

the table). The 3-second epoch then receives a probability 

ranging from 0% (never occurs during wakefulness) to 

100% (never occurs during sleep). This range is normalized 

by dividing by 40 (% of 30-second epochs manually scored 

awake in the database), thereby reducing the range to 0–2.5. 

Accordingly, an ORP of 2.5 describes an epoch that is never 

seen during sleep, and an ORP of 1.5 describes an epoch that 

is seen 60% of the time during wakefulness and 40% of the 

time during sleep, thereby indicating that this pattern tends 

to occur in transitional states, and so on.

All the data used in this study were from patients who 

provided written informed consent. Because this study was a 

retrospective analysis of clinical data collected long before, 

and the study did not involve any intervention or patient 

contact or disclosure of personal information, this did not 

require specific approval for the project from the Regional 

Ethics Board as per procedure.

analysis
For each patient, we determined the highest ORP value 

observed in the five naps (ORP
MAX

) by obtaining average ORP 

in the first minute of all five naps and selecting the highest 

of the five values. In addition, for each nap, we calculated 

the following:

•	 The ORP value at the manually identified SO (ORP
SO

).

•	 The times at which ORP crossed ,2.0 (T<2.0
), ,1.5 (T<1.5

), 

,1.0 (T<1.0
), and ,0.5 (T<0.5

).

•	 The lowest ORP reached in the entire nap (ORP
MIN

) and 

in the first 5 minutes of the nap (ORP
MIN(5)

).

•	 The total time ORP remained ,2.0 (D<2.0
), ,1.5 (D<1.5

), 

and ,1.0 (D<1.0
).

•	 The integral of the difference between each epoch’s ORP 

value and ORP
MAX

 over the entire nap time (∆ORP
INT

). 

This is expressed as ∆ORP*epoch. For example, if 

ORP
MAX

 were 2.40, ORP values at successive 30-second 

intervals throughout the nap were subtracted from 2.40, 

and the differences were summed.

Average values for all five naps in each individual were 

calculated. In addition, we separately calculated average of 

all 30 values in naps 1–5. Spearman’s correlation, chi test, 

t-test, and analysis of variance for repeated measures with 

Tukey’s test for multiple comparisons were performed where 

indicated in the text.

To determine whether ORP behavior during the nap might 

explain the difference between naps that were followed by 

sleep perception (positive tests) or no sleep perception (nega-

tive tests) in the same patient, we identified 12 patients who 

had both types and compared ORP values in the positive and 

negative tests using the paired t-test. To determine whether 

ORP variables may explain between-patient differences in 

sleep perception, the patients were divided into four catego-

ries: positive response following all five naps, four of five 

naps, two or three naps, and less than two naps. Average ORP 

values were obtained for all five naps in each patient, and dif-

ferences between average ORP values in the four groups were 

compared by analysis of variance. Finally, we used ∆ORP
INT

 

to determine the threshold for sleep perception, as this vari-

able incorporates all the other variables. All ∆ORP
INT

 values 

obtained from 145 naps with available perception data were 

sorted in ascending order, and the ten-point moving average 

was calculated. The % of naps in which sleep was perceived 

in the same ten naps was also calculated.

Intra-class correlation (ICC) was used to determine agree-

ment between scorers. Except where indicated otherwise, all 

values are means ± standard deviation.

Results
We included 30 patients (eleven men), with a mean age 

of 37.1±13.6 years (range, 19–65). Epworth Sleepiness 

Table 1 results of sleep questionnaire prior to polysomnography

Question All (n=30) SOL ,8 minutes (n=13) SOL .8 minutes (n=17) P-value

Time to fall asleep (minutes) 22±15 17±15 25±16 NS
average sleep duration/night (hours) 7.0±1.2 6.9±1.2 7.0±1.1 NS
Number of day naps/week 1.9±2.0 1.0±2.0 2.5±2.5 ,0.05
Total sleep/day (hours) 7.7±1.1 7.3±1.1 8.0±1.0 NS
rested when up in morning 4 3 1 NSa

Strong urges to fall asleep 24 10 14 NSa

More tired than should be 28 11 17 NSa

Driving problems 7 3 4 NSa

Motor vehicle accidents 3 3 0 ,0.05a

Notes: aBy chi-squared test. SOl represents the average SOl during the multiple sleep latency test in minutes.
Abbreviations: SOL, sleep onset latency; NS, not significant.
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Scale was 15.2±3.0. Table 1 shows the results of the sleep 

questionnaire. Patients slept an average 7.0±1.2 hours/night, 

and many (16/30) had additional naps during the day, for a 

total estimated sleep time of 7.7±1.1 hours/day. Only four 

patients felt rested upon waking up, and most complained 

of tiredness and strong urges to fall asleep during the day. 

Seven patients admitted to driving problems, and three had 

motor vehicle accidents (MVAs).

Table 2 shows patient characteristics and results of over-

night PSG. Twenty patients received no medications prior 

to the PSG. Medications taken by the other ten are listed 

in Table 2. Some of these patients received more than one 

medication. None of the patients had an apnea–hypopnea 

index .6 hour–1, while six had a periodic leg movement 

index .15 hour–1. Periodic leg movements in these patients 

were not associated with arousals (Table 1).

Table 2 Patient characteristics and results of overnight PSg

Number of patients 30
Sex (F/M) 19/11
age (years) 37.1±13.6(19–65)
Body mass index (kg/m2) 27.6±5.3 (19–37)
idiopathic hypersomnia/no pathology 13/17
epworth scale 15.2±3 (11–21)
Medications before PSg
 No meds 20
 antidepressants 6
 Benzodiazepines (clonazepam) 2
 hypnotics (zopiclone) 3
 Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatories 6
 Opiates (morphine, oxycodone) 2
Total sleep time (minutes) 321±75 (143–443)
Sleep efficiency (%) 75±17 (34–97)
Sleep onset (minutes) 18±15 (1–71)
reM latency (minutes) 189±89 (64–424)
Stage N1 (minutes) 39±16 (15–71)
Stage N2 (minutes) 172±49 (75–301)
Stage N3 (minutes) 65±49 (0–159)
Stage reM (minutes) 44±25 (0–91)
arousal index (hour–1) 28±12 (12–54)
apnea–hypopnea index (hour–1) 1.8±1.5 (0–5.9)a

Oxygen saturation (%) 96±1 (94–98)
PlM index (hour–1) 9.5±13 (0–46)b

PlM index with arousal (hour–1) 2.4±2.8 (0–12)
Odds ratio product
 Wake 2.1±0.1 (1.8–2.3)
 N1 1.3±0.4 (0.6–1.9)
 N2 1.0±0.5 (0.3–1.8)
 N3 0.5±0.4 (0.1–1.1)
 reM 1.0±0.5 (0.5–2.1)

Notes: Data given as mean ± standard deviation (range). aOnly one patient 
.5 hour–1. bSix patients .15 hour–1.
Abbreviations: F, female; M, male; PSg, polysomnography; reM, rapid eye 
movement; PlM, periodic leg movement.

Sleep variables were typical of studies in the sleep labora-

tory population with moderate sleep efficiency, predominant 

time in N2 and highly variable times in awake, N1, N3, and 

REM sleep. Results of the ORP were consistent with the 

original description,3 showing a progressive reduction as the 

stage progressed from wakefulness to deep sleep, with REM 

ORP being similar to ORP in N1. Also, as described previ-

ously,5 except for the awake state, there was a wide range of 

ORP among patients in each stage. For example, during N2, 

ORP ranged from 0.3 (deep sleep) to 1.8 (unstable sleep) 

(Table 2), again emphasizing that conventional sleep staging 

has poor resolution (only three levels) with respect to sleep 

depth. However, as shown in Table 3, nocturnal ORP values 

in non-REM sleep in the current patients were significantly 

higher than the average values seen in our laboratory.9

An SOL was scored in 121 of the 150 naps (81%). Aver-

age (of five naps) SOL ranged from 1.0 to 17.7  minutes 

(9.6±4.5 minutes). In 13 patients, average SOL was 

,8  minutes (5.5±2.0 minutes), while in the remaining 

17 patients, SOL was 12.8±2.9 minutes. Twelve patients 

developed one REM onset (SOREM), and none had two 

SOREMs. REM latency was 9.3±4.7 minutes.

Patients reported that they slept following only three of 

27 naps in which sleep was not detected manually. In the 

other 24 (90%), patient’s assessment was in agreement with 

the manual score. Perception of sleep was reported following 

96 of 118 naps with an SOL, while no sleep was reported in 

the other 22 naps despite an SOL of 6.6±4.1 minutes.

Patterns of OrP during MSlT naps
A total of 150 naps were analyzed. The evolution patterns 

of ORP varied considerably but can be generally grouped 

into three patterns (Figure 1, patterns A–C). In pattern A, 

seen in 40 naps (27% of naps), ORP remained .2.0 for 

a variable time (4.4±4.4 minutes) before crossing ,2.0. 

But, once it did, ORP decreased rapidly to stable sleep 

(ORP ,1.0) in ,5 minutes (3.4±1.9 minutes). In pattern 

B (29 naps; 19% of all naps), ORP remained continuously 

.2.0 with the exception that in 17 naps, there were brief dips 

(3.9±1.9 dips; ,2.0 minutes each, totaling 2.7±1.8  minutes) 

in ORP ,2.0, with the lowest ORP value reached in these 

dips averaging 1.57±0.25. No  sleep was identified by the 

technologist in 23 of these naps (SOL =20), while an SO 

was identified in one of the brief dips in ORP in six naps 

(SOL =14.4±3.5  minutes). In the remaining 81 naps (54%), 

ORP decreased ,2.0 at different times (0–15  minutes; 

4.4±3.9 minutes) but remained between 1.0 and 2.0, dis-

playing wide fluctuations (eg,  pattern C, Figure 1) for 
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.5 minutes (5.5–19.5; 11.7±4.1 minutes). SO was identified 

in 76 naps with this pattern (94%), and onset ranged from 

3 minutes before (during a brief dip .2.0) to 16.5 minutes 

after ORP crossed ,2.0 (3.5±4.5 minutes).  Figure 1 shows 

two examples with nearly identical  evolution of sleep within 

pattern C where SO was identified at 2  minutes in one nap 

and at 18 minutes in the other.

The three patterns were seen in 19, 17, and 28 patients, 

respectively. Ten patients demonstrated all three patterns, 

14 patients had two patterns (seven A and C, six B and C, 

one A and B), and six patients had only one pattern (five with 

pattern C and one with pattern A in all naps). There was no 

tendency for any pattern to occur in any particular nap. The 

frequency of occurrence of any of the three patterns in the 

different naps (1–5) was not different from expected (0.29, 

0.46, and 0.99 for patterns A, B, and C, respectively; Chi-

squared test). As may be expected, pattern B was not seen in 

any patient with average SOL ,5.0 (P,0.002; chi test), and 

pattern A occurred less frequently than expected in patients 

with average SOL .10 minutes (9 vs 16, P,0.01).

ORP
MAX

 averaged 2.33±0.17. Figure 2A shows the ORP 

values in individual naps at the point where SO was manually 

identified (n=121). ORP
SO

 averaged 1.63±0.34 (Figure 2). The 

large scatter of ORP
SOL

 values is largely of a technical nature 

and results from the large step changes in ORP around SO. 

This precludes precise resolution of this value in single naps. 

As seen in Figures 1 (patterns A and C) and 3, ORP in a given 

nap can change by a large amount within one or two epochs. 

Since ORP
SOL

 is assigned the average ORP of the epoch where 

SO was scored, ORP
SOL

 could be at any value below the true 

ORP
SOL

. Likewise, an epoch with 12 seconds at an ORP .2.0 

and 18 seconds at an ORP ,1.5 would be scored asleep, even 

though the average ORP for the epoch may be 2.0. The true 

ORP
SOL

 can only be obtained through averaging. As seen in 

Figure 2B, when the average of the five naps in each patient 

was obtained, the scatter was considerably less.

Table 3 Odds ratio product during nocturnal polysomnography in current patients vs patients with mixed sleep disorders

Sleep stage Mixed disordersa Current study SOL ,8 minutes SOL .8 minutes

n=102 n=30 n=13 n=17

awake 2.04±0.16 2.11±0.13* 2.11±0.11* 2.10±0.15
non-reM 1 1.04±0.22 1.27±0.33*** 1.28±0.40** 1.27±0.30**
non-reM 2 0.68±0.23 0.91±0.42*** 0.94±0.43** 0.89±0.43**
non-reM 3 0.36±0.18 0.44±0.33* 0.42±0.29 0.46±0.36*
reM 1.00±0.32 1.05±0.39 1.06±0.50 1.03±0.29

Notes: results from 102 patients including 49 patients with obstructive sleep apnea (apnea–hypopnea index 26.4±27.1), 14 patients with insomnia, 12 patients with periodic 
limb movements, and 27 with no pathology. Asterisks, significantly higher than mixed disorders (df .100), *P,0.05 (t=1.74–1.98), **P,0.001 (t=3.09–3.65), and ***P,0.0001 
(t=4.02–4.38). arepublished with permission of american academy of Sleep Medicine, from accuracy of automatic polysomnography scoring using frontal electrodes. 
Younes M, Younes MK, giannouli e. Vol. 12, number 5, 2016. in press; permission conveyed through copyright clearance center, inc.
Abbreviations: SOl, average sleep onset latency; reM, rapid eye movement.
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Figure 1 Different patterns of evolution of OrP during naps.
Notes: OrP of 2.5 indicates full wakefulness, while an OrP of zero indicates very deep sleep. a–c are different patterns of evolution in OrP. Numbers in brackets are the 
times of sleep onset identified by the technologist.
Abbreviation: OrP, odds ratio product.
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There was a significant tendency for ORP
SO

 to be lower 

when SOL was longer (Figure 2A), suggesting that when 

SO was scored late in the nap, the scorer waited for a more 

convincing sleep pattern to score the event. However, there 

was no such tendency when the averages of the five naps in 

each patient were similarly plotted (Figure 2B). Thus, the 

tendency described in Figure 2A is not patient specific but is 

related to the pattern of sleep during individual naps.

OrP patterns in naps with short, long, 
and no SOl
Figure 3 shows representative ORP patterns in naps with 

SOL ,5.0 minutes (n=44), between 5.0 and 9.5 minutes 

(n=44), 10 and 20 minutes (n=34), and naps with no sleep 

scored (n=28). The illustrated naps were selected by sort-

ing the results of all naps in each category by file and nap 

number and choosing every third nap (every other nap for 

naps with no scored sleep). It is clear that a given SOL may 

be associated with a wide range of sleep patterns (different 

lines in the same panel can be compared) and that a similar 

sleep pattern may be found in naps associated with very 

different SOL.

Table 4 shows the frequency of naps in which different 

ORP levels were reached and the times within the naps that 

these thresholds were crossed. In all patients, ORP crossed 

the 2.0 and 1.5 thresholds at some point in at least one nap. 

However, this occurred in the first 5 minutes in only 25 and 

15 patients, respectively. ORP decreased ,1.0 at some point 

in 80 naps in 27 patients, but only nine patients reached 

this level before 5 minutes in at least one nap. Finally, ORP 

decreased ,0.5 before 5 minutes in only two naps in one 

patient.

Figure 4A shows the relation between average SOL in 

each patient (n=30), and the lowest ORP reached at any time 

during the five naps. Except for two patients in whom aver-

age SOL was .17 minutes, ORP decreased ,1.0 at some 

point during at least one nap in all patients, and ,0.5 (deep 

sleep) in 20 patients; there was no significant  correlation 

between average SOL and the  lowest ORP observed during 

the MSLT. Figure 4B shows the relation between average 

SOL and the lowest ORP reached during the first 5 minutes 

in any of the five naps. There is now a significant correlation 

(P=0.006), but the scatter is very large. The lower two panels 

of Figure 4 show the same relations, but the average of the 

respective values seen in the five naps is shown instead of 

the lowest overall value. Again, significant correlations were 

seen, but there was still a wide scatter (r2=0.23 and 0.32, 

respectively).

SOl and OrP variables according to nap 
order
Table 5 shows average SOL and ORP variables in different 

naps. SOL was shortest in nap 2, corresponding to ≈9.30 am. 

ORP at SOL was the same in all naps. Average nap ORP, and 

lowest ORP in the entire study and in the first 5 minutes of the 

nap showed the same pattern as SOL, being lowest in nap 2. 

However, within each nap, the relation between SOL and 

the depth of sleep reached in the nap showed much  scatter, 

similar to that shown in Figure 4B.

comparison of patients with average 
SOl ,8 and .8 minutes
Table 1 shows that the two groups had basically the same 

sleep habits and complaints except for a tendency for the 
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group with short SOL to have fewer naps and to be involved 

in MVAs. There were also no significant differences in any 

of the patient characteristics and nocturnal PSG variables 

listed in Table 2, including in the number of patients receiving 

different categories of medications (chi test). In both groups, 

nocturnal ORP values at different non-REM sleep stages were 

significantly higher than historical averages, but there were 

no significant differences between the two groups (Table 3). 

Patients with average SOL ,8 minutes reached lower ORP 

(deeper sleep) in the first 5 minutes of the MSLT naps 

( Figure 4B; 0.97±0.49 vs 1.55±0.47, P,0.002), but there 

was much variability within each group. In patients with SOL 

,8 minutes, the lowest ORP reached within 5 minutes ranged 

from 0 (deepest sleep) to 1.9 (just barely asleep) ( Figure 4B). 

There was no difference in ORP
SO

 between patients with 

average SOL ,8 minutes vs those with higher average SOL 

(1.75±0.17 vs 1.73±0.22, P,0.5).

Figure 5 compares the deepest sleep level reached in 

the first 5 minutes in the two groups as a function of nap 

order. In both groups, the lowest average value was in nap 2, 

but patients with SOL ,8 minutes reached deeper sleep 

(1.16±0.63 vs 1.67±0.50, P,0.01).

OrP patterns and sleep perception
Twelve patients perceived sleep following some, but not all, 

naps. Table 6 compares the average values for ORP variables 
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Abbreviations: OrP, odds ratio product; SOl, sleep onset latency.

Table 4 Frequency and time of reaching different OrP levels (n=150)

Variable Number reaching target in  
,20 minutes (naps/patients)

Number reaching target in  
,10 minutes (naps/patients)

Number reaching target in 
,5 minutes (naps/patients)

Sleep onset 121/30 89/28 47/21
OrP ,2.0 138/30 107/29 77/25

OrP ,1.5 112/30 66/27 36/15

OrP ,1.0 80/27 31/13 13/9

OrP ,0.5 28/15 10/7 2/1

Abbreviation: OrP, odds ratio product.
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and SOL for naps with and without sleep perception. Values 

for all naps in a given category were averaged in each patient. 

There were highly significant differences in all ORP variables 

between naps with and without sleep perception. Differences 

in ∆ORP
INT

 integral were the most significant. Differences in 

SOL were not significant.

Table 7 shows sleep patterns among different patients 

categorized by frequency of sleep perception in the five naps. 

Only D<2.0
 and SOL approached significance.

Figure 6A shows the relation between ∆ORP
INT

 during 

naps and the frequency of sleep perception after the naps. 

As ∆ORP
INT

 increased from zero, the frequency of percep-

tion increased up to an apparent asymptote around 80% 

perception. Failure of overall perception rate to increase to 

100% was due to lack of sleep perception in a few patients 

even at very high ∆ORP
INT

 levels. The large open dots in 

Figure 6A are the levels at which sleep perception occurred 

50% (D
50

) and 80% (D
80

) of the time. Figure 6B shows the 

average ∆ORP
INT

 and average perception frequency in indi-

vidual patients superimposed on the overall response. In most 

patients, the results were very close to the overall response. 

However, in eight patients, perception frequency was well 

below the overall response. Similar analysis for the differ-

ent contributors to the integral indicated that D
50

 and D
80

 for 

time ORP was ,2.0 are 8 and 10 minutes, respectively. For 

time ORP was ,1.5, D
50

 and D
80

 were 1.5 and 2.5 minutes, 
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Figure 4 relation between average sleep onset latency and the deepest sleep reached during naps.
Notes: relation between average SOl in individual patients and (A) lowest OrP (OrPMiN) reached in any of the five naps in the same patient, (B) lowest OrP reached in 
the first 5 minutes (ORPMiN(5)) of any of the five naps, (C) average OrPMiN for the patient, and (D) average OrPMiN(5) for the patient. Vertical dashed lines indicate an average 
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Table 5 SOl and OrP variables according to nap order

SOLa ORP at  
SOL

Average  
ORPb

Lowest  
ORPa

Time of  
lowest ORP

Lowest ORP 
first 5 minutesb

Nap 1 11.5 (7.4) 1.60 (0.34) 1.83 (0.43) 1.12 (0.64) 13.0 (5.5) 1.82 (0.43)
Nap 2 6.3 (5.4)* 1.62 (0.35) 1.52 (0.44)* 0.69 (0.44)* 13.7 (5.1) 1.45 (0.60)*
Nap 3 8.9 (6.8)+ 1.50 (0.34) 1.64 (0.44)+ 0.80 (0.58)+ 13.7 (4.4) 1.68 (0.54)+

Nap 4 9.9 (6.0) 1.63 (0.35) 1.77 (0.39) 0.88 (0.56) 14.8 (4.5) 1.75 (0.46)
Nap 5 11.6 (6.5) 1.75 (0.29) 1.79 (0.36) 1.00 (0.58) 14.6 (5.3) 1.86 (0.47)

Notes: *Significantly different from all other naps by analysis of variance for repeated measures (df =149; aF ratio =3.8–4.3; bF ratio .6.0) and Tukey’s test; +Significantly 
different from naps 1, 2, and 5 (df =149).
Abbreviations: SOl, sleep onset latency; OrP, odds ratio product.
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while any time ORP was ,1.0, it resulted in perception 80% 

of the time.

Discussion
The present study is the first to document the evolution 

of sleep during MSLTs using a continuous index of sleep 

depth. We found that a) pattern of progression of sleep 

depth varies considerably even among naps with short SOL, 

with a majority of naps in which arousability remains high 

throughout; b) SO is reliably identified by experienced 

technologists when ORP decreases ,1.3; and c) there is 

a well-defined relation between the duration and depth 
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Figure 5 The lowest ORP reached in the first 5 minutes of the nap as a function 
of nap order.
Notes: each dot is the average of results in all patients with average SOl 
.8 minutes (open circles, n=17) and ,8 minutes (closed circles, n=13). Bars are SD. 
+Significantly different from all other naps in patients with SOL .8 minutes (F ratio 
=3.92, P=0.01). Data points not sharing the same letter are significantly different 
from each other in patients with SOl ,8 minutes (F ratio =5.47, P=0.0008). *t stat 
.2.43, P=0.01; **t stat =4.38, P=0.0001, significant difference between the same 
nap in the two groups. Note that the time of most sleepiness is the same in both 
groups, but patients with SOl ,8 minutes are prone to reach deeper sleep in the 
first 5 minutes at that time.
Abbreviations: OrP, odds ratio product; SOl, sleep onset latency; SD, standard 
deviation.

Table 6 SOl and OrP variables in naps with and without sleep 
perception

Variable With sleep  
perception

No sleep  
perception

t-Stat P

n 12 12
D<2.0

15.4 (2.7) 13.1 (3.3) 3.0 0.006

D<1.5
10.3 (3.6) 8.0 (4.6) 4.1 0.001

D<1.0
6.2 (4.2) 3.8 (3.6) 4.0 0.001

OrPMiN 0.59 (0.35) 0.77 (0.46) 2.7 0.010
integral ∆OrP 37 (7.0) 30 (2.0) 6.1 4.e–05
SOl 6.4 (4.0) 5.7 (2.7) 0.7 0.26

Notes: n denotes the number of patients. OrPMiN indicates lowest OrP reached. 
D<2.0, D<1.5, and D<1.0 are the times below indicated OrP values during the nap. Values 
are means (SD).
Abbreviations: SOl, sleep onset latency; OrP, odds ratio product; SD, standard 
deviation.

Table 7 SOl and OrP variables in patients with different 
frequencies of sleep perception

Variable 5/5 4/5 2/5 or 3/5 ,2/5 P

n 8 10 7 5
D<2.0

15.1 (4.5) 10.5 (3.3) 12.0 (3.0) 11.4 (4.0) 0.09

D<1.5
10.0 (5.0) 6.4 (2.9) 6.7 (2.6) 5.9 (4.6) 0.16

D<1.0
5.1 (4.6) 3.6 (2.1) 3.4 (2.2) 3.8 (4.3) 0.75

OrPMiN 0.77 (0.33) 0.87 (0.30) 0.97 (0.33) 1.03 (0.56) 0.60
integral ∆OrP 30.8 (8.4) 26.9 (9.6) 24.2 (8.8) 25.7 (17.6) 0.68
SOl 6.2 (3.4) 9.8 (3.7) 11.4 (4.6) 11.4 (5.2) 0.08

Notes: n denotes the number of patients. column heading shows the number of 
naps followed by sleep perception. D<2.0, D<1.5, and D<1.0 are the times below indicated 
OrP values in minutes. OrPMiN represents the lowest OrP reached. Values are 
mean (SD).
Abbreviations: SOl, sleep onset latency; OrP, odds ratio product; SD, standard 
deviation.

of sleep during the nap and perception of sleep following 

the nap. Our findings suggest that documentation of the 

time course of ORP during MSLT naps may a) provide 

 information about the likelihood of loss of vigilance in 

the presence of normal environmental stimuli; b) serve as 

a quality control instrument; and c) when combined with 

assessment of sleep perception following the naps, could 

identify patients with impaired sleep perception. In addition, 

nearly half the patients met the criteria of idiopathic hyper-

somnia (IH). As a result, this study provided new insights 

into this disorder, including poor nocturnal sleep quality, 

maximum sleepiness in mid-morning, and considerable 

variability in the depth of sleep reached during naps even 

when average SOL is very short.

relation between OrP and sleep/
wakefulness state
In a validation study in which two experienced technologists 

scored each of 44,274 30-second epochs,5 it was shown that 

when ORP was .2.25, epochs were invariably scored awake. 

Between 2.25 and 2.0, brief sleep periods began to appear, 

but they did not add up to the requisite 15 seconds/epoch. 

As a result, epochs with ORP .2.0 were scored awake by at 

least one scorer 99% of the time and by both scorers in 95% 

of cases. As ORP decreased ,2.0, the fraction of epochs 

meeting sleep criteria increased progressively from 18% 

when ORP was 1.75–2.0, to 31% for ORP 1.50–1.75, to 50% 

between 1.25 and 1.50, and to 66% when it was 1.0–1.25. 

Most disagreements between technologists in scoring sleep 

vs awake occurred when ORP was between 1.0 and 2.0. 

Below an ORP of 1.0, the epochs were scored asleep by 

at least one scorer in 98% of cases and by both scorers in 

94% of cases. However, there was still a gradation of arous-

ability within this range, with the arousal index decreasing 
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from near 70 hour–1 at an ORP of 1.0 to ,10 hour–1 when 

ORP was ,0.5. It is then clear that this index represents a 

continuous scale from full wakefulness to deep sleep, with 

the range between 1.0 and 2.0 representing an unstable 

state during which the EEG may or not meet the standard 

criteria for sleep.

The finding that ORP at SO is almost invariably between 

1.0 and 2.0 (Figure 2A) is consistent with the results 

obtained in nocturnal studies.5 This is to be expected 

since ORP is determined by EEG patterns and the EEG 

manifestations defining SO are the same whether sleep is 

nocturnal or diurnal. The current results also show that 

ORP at SO is not affected by the degree of sleepiness in 

individual patients (average SOL; Figure 2B) or by nap 

order (Table 5).

Utility of OrP as a measure of likelihood 
of loss of vigilance
Although mean SOL of the MSLT in a given individual 

changes in the right direction following experimental, 

 pharmacological, or medical interventions/conditions that 

are expected to increase or decrease sleepiness,10–16 differ-

ences between individuals in mean SOL do not correlate 

well with performance on tasks of skill.17 Furthermore, 

10%–15% of normal adults with no sleepiness have a mean 

SOL #5  minutes, and in 40%–50% of normal subjects, 

mean latency is #10 minutes.3,4 An important study on risk 

of MVAs found a barely significant increase in the risk asso-

ciated with a mean SOL ,5 minutes relative to mean SOL 

.10 minutes. This was despite the fact that the study involved 

.600 subjects and rate of MVAs was determined over 
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10 years.4 Clearly, a mean SOL ,5 is not a good predictor 

of likelihood of loss of vigilance in a given individual.

Conventionally defined SO occurs almost invariably when 

ORP is between 1.0 and 2.0 (Figure 2). At these levels, sleep is 

extremely light and unstable, and wakefulness can resume at 

any time, even spontaneously.5 That a person simply reaches 

such an unstable level within 5–10 minutes under conditions 

that strongly promote sleep (MSLT conditions) clearly need 

not indicate a tendency for that person to fall asleep under 

conditions of normal or increased environmental stimuli. As 

shown in Figure 4, while most patients reached deep sleep 

(ORP ,0.5) during the 20 minutes of the nap (Figure 4A), 

only a few did so within the first 5 minutes (Figure 4B). 

Within the group that met the MSLT criteria of hypersomnia 

(average SOL ,8 minutes),18 the lowest ORP reached in 

the first 5 minutes ranged from 0.1 (very deep sleep) to 1.9 

(lightest possible sleep). The frequency of reaching a given 

ORP level decreased rapidly as the threshold ORP decreased 

(Table 2). Whereas an SOL #5 minutes was reached in 47 

naps in 21 patients, ORP decreased ,1.0 in #5 minutes in 

only 13 naps in nine patients and decreased ,0.5 (deep sleep) 

in only one patient (Table 2 and Figure 4B). Measurement 

of latency to reaching different levels of ORP, in addition 

to conventional SOL, may enhance the specificity of the 

MSLT in this respect. Such a prediction obviously needs 

experimental validation, and it would be quite interesting to 

reanalyze the records of Drake et al4 with this in mind since 

such a study is very difficult to replicate.

OrP as a quality control instrument for 
MSlTs
The ORP range in which SO is identified (1.0–2.0, Figure 2) is 

associated with much inter-rater disagreement in scoring sleep 

vs wakefulness in nocturnal PSGs.5 Thus, it may be expected 

that large differences in SOL may exist between scorers, parti-

cularly when ORP remains between 1 and 2 for long periods 

(pattern C, Figure 1), which occurred very frequently in this 

study (81/150). That inter-scorer variability may be responsible 

for much unwarranted variability in SOL may appear to be at 

odds with results of studies that reported excellent inter-scorer 

agreement in scoring the MSLT.19–21 However, the nature of the 

MSLT dictates high correlation coefficients between scorers. 

In a substantial fraction of naps, EEG will show an unequivo-

cal awake pattern, and there is no possibility of disagreement 

(eg, pattern B in Figure 1). SOL will be 20/20 in such cases. 

In another substantial fraction of naps, sleep progresses rapidly 

to a stable, deep sleep (pattern A, Figure 1). Here again, any 

disagreement will be limited to one or two epochs. With a 

substantial number of points showing agreement at both ends 

of the spectrum, correlations are bound to be high.

Figure 7A, which shows the agreement between the 

two technologists of the current study (ICC =0.98), may 

seem to refute the notion that scoring SO in this ORP range 

is  problematic. However, these technologists had worked 

together in the same laboratory for .15 years, are well 

known for their competence, and were trained by the same 

senior technologist. Reported ICCs between scorers with 

mixed training experience, scoring clinical MSLTs, range 

between 0.80 and 0.90.10,19,20 These levels are ordinarily con-

sidered excellent. However, in the setting of the MSLT, with 

large fractions of the data presenting no scoring challenge, 

such agreements may still be consistent with unacceptable 

differences in many naps. This is illustrated in Figure 7B, 

which compares manual SOL with the time at which ORP 

decreased below a fixed level (1.6) for two epochs. Despite 

the large differences in SOL in several naps, ICC was a very 

respectable 0.84.

Since MSLTs are usually scored by more than one scorer 

and laboratories generally employ technologists of varied 

experience, errors may occur, particularly with less experi-

enced technologists. Reporting the ORP at the manually iden-

tified SO (ORP
SO

) and lowest ORP in the nap and in the first 

5 minutes would provide a quick check that should prompt a 

careful review of scoring in some records. Given the current 

results (Figure 2), examples of instances that would warrant 

such review include ORP
SO

 .2.0 or ,1.0, failure to report 

SOL when the lowest ORP was ,1.3, and SOL .5 minutes 

when lowest ORP in the first 5 minutes was ,1.3.

OrP for evaluation of sleep perception
Sleep misperception is ubiquitous among patients with 

insomnia (reviewed by Harvey and Tang7). Multiple 

 theories have been advanced for its mechanism, ranging 

from co existent psychopathology to impairment of central 

percep tion mechanisms to differences in sleep quality or 

sleep definitions (reviewed by Harvey and Tang7). The pres-

ent study was not intended to study sleep misperception, and 

only one of the patients complained of insomnia but had no 

evidence of sleep misperception. Nonetheless, the data col-

lected during this study, particularly including quantitative 

data on depth of sleep, gave us the opportunity to study the 

relation between sleep depth and duration on one hand and 

sleep perception on the other.

We found that perception of sleep during MSLT naps 

is highly dependent on both duration and depth of sleep. 

Whereas at least 8 minutes below an ORP of 2.0 is required 
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for perception 50% of the time, only 1.5 minutes below an 

ORP of 1.5 and one epoch (30 seconds) ,1.0 would suf-

fice. Within the same individual, naps in which sleep was 

perceived had significantly longer times with low ORP 

than naps without sleep perception (Table 6). Interestingly, 

however, there were no significant differences in ORP values 

between patients who perceived sleep following all naps and 

those who did not perceive sleep in most naps (Table 7). This 

suggests that differences between patients in sleep percep-

tion reflect differences in the amount of sleep required for 

perception (ie, perception threshold) rather than how much 

they slept during naps.

To further investigate differences in perception thresh-

old, the frequency of sleep perception was plotted as a 

function of ORP
INT

, which combines both time and sleep 

depth (Figure 6A). When all 145 data points were used, 

there was an orderly increase in perception frequency as 

the integral increased (Figure 6A). However, when aver-

age data of individual patients were superimposed on 

the  general plot, perception in eight patients was clearly 

different from the others (Figure 6B). Interestingly, these 

patients had no evidence of sleep misperception as indi-

cated by an accurate estimate of total sleep time (TST) 

following the nocturnal PSG (6.3±0.8 vs 5.7±0.7 hours; 

not significant), and although they overestimated objective 

SOL (34±26 vs 15±10 minutes), they were not different 

from the others in that respect (40±37 vs 18±17 minutes). 

The lack of clinical sleep misperception in these eight 

patients may appear to contradict the ORP-based finding 

of impaired sleep perception during the MSLT. However, 

these patients had good sleep quality during the nocturnal 

PSG with little stage N1 sleep where ORP was 1.2±0.4, an 

average ORP during N2 of 0.81±0.35, and plenty of stage 

N3 (63±39 minutes) with an average ORP of 0.33±0.23. 

Thus, even though their perception threshold was high, the 

threshold was met throughout most nocturnal sleep time. It 

is possible therefore that clinical misperception develops 

only in patients with a high perception threshold who also 

suffer from poor-quality sleep.

The possibility that clinical sleep misperception occurs 

when patients with a high perception threshold also sustain 

poor-quality sleep is in keeping with one of the proposed 

mechanisms of this disorder, namely that it occurs when poor 

sleep quality is present but is unrecognized by conventional 

scoring guidelines.7 Thus, Perlis et al22 found that the discrep-

ancy between subjective and objective TST was significantly 

correlated with beta activity in non-REM sleep, while Krys-

tal et al23 found reduced delta and increased alpha, sigma, 

and beta activities in patients with sleep misperception. 

Furthermore, Parrino et al24 found increased cyclic alternat-

ing pattern rates and increased arousal index in patients with 

sleep misperception.

Abnormalities in central perception mechanisms have 

also been proposed as a mechanism for sleep mispercep-

tion.7,25 Determination of perception threshold using the cur-

rent approach may help identify patients with misperception 

in whom the problem is in the perception mechanisms.

The current results suggest that MSLT may be useful in 

investigating insomnia with sleep misperception to distin-

guish patients with an elevated sleep perception threshold 

from those with other causes.

insights into ih
Thirteen of the current patients met the currently accepted 

criteria of IH18 in that they had symptomatic excessive day-

time somnolence with unrefreshing sleep and strong urges 

to fall asleep during the day despite a normal amount of 

daily sleep, an average SOL ,8 minutes on the MSLT, and 

the absence of other disorders that may explain the exces-

sive sleepiness. Sleep architecture in IH was previously 

evaluated in several studies, and other than longer sleep 

time, only minor inconsistent differences from controls were 

found.26–30 Specifically, slow wave sleep time was reported to 

be slightly below that in controls in some26,27 but not in other 

studies.28,29 Sleep fragmentation was reported to be less26 or 

more29 than control. The current study is the first to use an 

objective quantitative index of sleep depth in these patients. 

As indicated earlier,5 each sleep stage encompasses a wide 

range of sleep depth (Table 2). These differences are not 

captured by conventional scoring. The current results indicate 

that the quality of nocturnal sleep in IH is substantially lower 

than in other patients with various sleep disorders, and this 

applies to all non-REM sleep stages (Table 3). To put this 

in perspective, average ORP in stage N2 in 24 patients with 

moderate/severe obstructive apnea (apnea–hypopnea index 

42±30 hour–1) studied in the same laboratory (a subgroup of 

the data in Table 3) was 0.77±0.31, corresponding to light 

stage 2. In the current patients, average ORP in stage N2 

was considerably higher, at 0.94±0.43 for patients with SOL 

,8 minutes and 0.89±0.43 for patients with SOL .8 minutes 

(Table 3). These results suggest that poor sleep quality may, 

at least partly, be responsible for the excessive sleep need.

We found that our patients were most sleepy in mid-

 morning (Table 5 and Figure 5). Several other investigators 

reported on the diurnal variation in SOL of the MSLT in dif-

ferent patient groups, not including IH.31–35 In most studies, 
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early- to mid-afternoon was the reported time of maximum 

sleepiness.31–34 It is not clear whether the earlier peak in the 

current study has any significance. At least one other study 

reported maximum sleepiness in mid-morning in normal 

subjects.35

Our results show that patients with IH vary considerably 

in the sleep depth to which they can rapidly (within 

5 minutes) progress during naps (Figure 4B). This may have 

clinical implications with respect to evaluating the severity 

of the disorder.

Finally, we found little difference between patients 

with SOL .8 or ,8 minutes. The patient shared the same 

sleep history and complaints (Table 1), and their conven-

tionally scored nocturnal sleep was indistinguishable. In 

both groups, nocturnal sleep quality was poor (Table 3). 

And, although SOL was clearly different, all patients could 

reach deep sleep during at least one nap (Figure 4A). With 

respect to speed of sleep progression, some patients with 

SOL .8 minutes reached deep sleep early in naps, while 

some with SOL ,8 minutes failed to progress beyond 

dozing during the first 5 minutes (Figure 4B). The time of 

maximum sleepiness was the same (Figure 5). Thus, our 

results do not support a clear distinction between those 

with SOL .8 or ,8 minutes. Rather, these patients with 

the same complaints likely represent a spectrum of severity 

within the same disorder.

limitations
The enhancements proposed here remain only of presump-

tive clinical utility. Use of this new approach must await 

experimental confirmation a) that reaching a low ORP level 

early during naps is more predictive than a short SOL of loss 

of vigilance during daytime activities; b) that patients with 

sleep state misperception have high perception threshold, as 

measured here; and c) that instances of high ORP (eg, .2.0) 

at SOL will, upon review, prove to be erroneous in many 

cases and instances of ORP going ,1.0 with no identified 

SOL will also prove erroneous in many cases. Nonetheless, 

it was necessary to perform this exploratory study first to 

determine the range of these values/responses in order to 

formulate hypotheses for further testing.

Average sleep time in the pre-MSLT sleep study was 

less than the 6 hours recommended (Table 2).18 This was 

dictated by the need to begin the MSLT at 7.30 am because 

of staffing issues. This recommendation is primarily to avoid 

uncertainty about a diagnosis of narcolepsy in case there were 

two REM SOs. None of the current patients had more than 

one SOREM. In addition, there was no correlation between 

TST in the preceding PSG and average SOL during the MSLT 

(r=0.16, P=0.39). Thus, the results pertaining to IH are not 

likely to have been impacted by the shorter pretest sleep time. 

In particular, the data regarding ORP during nocturnal sleep 

could not have been affected.

In summary, this study shows that incorporating a 

continuous measure of sleep depth in the MSLT may enhance 

the clinical utility of the test by a) providing information 

about the depth of sleep reached during the nap and hence 

the likelihood of serious lapses in vigilance; b) serving as a 

quality control tool to identify errors in scoring SOL; and 

c) making it possible to identify abnormalities in the sleep 

perception threshold.
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